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3116440
Form low standard to high standard (various kinds of techniques)
・(Level)
・one
Soap Bubble ****** Spin slowly with your fingertips.
・two
Snowman
******** Spin with both palm.
・three
Fireworks ******* Direct your stick downward and spin it
nimbly.
・four
Jellyfish
******* Push and pull slowly.
・five
Baby Jellyfish *** Direct your stick downward and spin it
slowly while holding the golden label.
・six
Spinning Plate *** Put your left hand close to the top of the
stick and spin it to a steady drection.
・seven
Acorn
************ Put the rainbow on your left palm and
spin the stick.
・eight
Flower
********* Put the rainbow on your left fingers and
turn the stick slowly while puling it down.
・nine
Kitty’s Ribbon
****** Wrap up the bottom part of the
rainbow with your left palm and spin the stick
(Tudumi) while raising
your hand.
・ten
Wine Glass
***** Direct your stick downward and spin it
while pushing the golden label lightly.
・eleven
Tulip
********* Spin your stick faster than the Wine
Glass.
・twelve
Baby Octopus
*** Spin your stick faster than the Tulip.
・thirteen Hat
** Make the Flower. Spin your stick slowly to the right
and stop when it is the shape of a hat.
・fourteen Water Balloon *** Direct your stick downward, spin it slowly
and stop it in an instant.
・fifteen
Japanese Lamp *** Wrap up the bottom part of the rainbow
with your left hand, turn the rainbow a small ball.
・
Push the small ball rpward so it will be
inside a big one.

・sixteen
UFO
*********** Direct your stick downward,spin it to the
right and stop it quietly.
・seventeen
**************** You can untangle the rainbow stick
when it is tangled.
・eighteen
***************** You can make the rainbow・stick.
・nineteen
***************** You can think of (a good idea) about new
techniques.
・twenty
****************** You can teach how to play rainbow・stick
and make it.
How to untangle in case it is tangled
type A
Direct your stick upward, spin the tangled tape at the top of
rainbow・stick
type B
Direct your stick upward, put your fingertips inside the tangled
tapes, and pass it under rest of the tapes.
type C

Direct your stick upward, and take out the tangled tapes.

Instructions on using
1
2
3
4
5

Avoid long exposure of rainbow・sticks under direct sunlight.
It is dangerous to swing the rainbow・sticks.
Be careful not to get hurt.
It is dangerous to run with your rainbow・sticks in your hand.
Stick are flammable frash and tapes are non-flammable trash.

